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psds and layers, vectors, and filters available in the new Pinnacle Studio 14.0! Along with features and updates such as
the ability to work with Pro Media Player and quick render, Pinnacle Studio 14.0 has completely reimagined the

interface, new Advanced Event System, new tools, and more! And, a great new camera! A New Interface and Layout
One of the major changes in Pinnacle Studio 14.0 is the new layout and visual style, which features a cleaner, more-

modern look. This interface will feel familiar to users of other Pinnacle products and is also designed to be more
intuitive to work with. The software is still completely modular and completely usable from any layout. New tools and
features such as the Ability to Edit Multiple Files in One Project also add to the new design. The new event system is

ready and waiting for you to use. Pinnacle Studio 14.0 has great support for camera settings and even has a small built-in
camera for those looking for a new way to edit video. And, the ability to create and work with VST and AU plugins on

top of your projects is sure to please any audio visualist. A Ready, Working Design One of the greatest features in
Pinnacle Studio 14.0 is the ability to work with events from other Pinnacle products. This opens up a new workflow for

video editors and allows for more efficient use of your footage. Not only does Pinnacle Studio 14.0 have a built-in
camera to play with, but the advanced event system in the new software is ready and waiting for you to use. If you have
been using the Events Manager in Pinnacle Studio 11, you may have an easier transition into Pinnacle Studio 14.0. With
the new tool, you can open multiple projects at once, which is nice for working with one project while editing another.
The ability to work with and render Pro Media Player projects is an incredible feature in Pinnacle Studio 14.0. The Pro

Media Player format, Pinnacle's exclusive format for DVD authoring and editing, has had a major update, and the
software is also easier than ever to use. With the new Media Player tool, you can now work on your new video projects
or open old projects while editing another project. Your images are already labeled with the Pro Media Player layout,

and you can even view image-only details and make adjustments from any layout. The new

Pinnacle Studio 11 is the latest version of the industry-leading home video editing tool for the Windows consumer
market. In Pinnacle Studio 11 for . NET Framework 4, a new non-linear video editing tool has been added, with which
you can create transition effects between scenes, make collages, import / export Pinnacle Studio data. Pinnacle Studio

11 also includes a new non-linear audio graphics tool that allows you to apply a variety of effects to audio tracks.
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